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摘要 一 
本論文探討將高頻資料和低頻資料作組合的預測方法應用於香港總體變量 
的可能性。該組合預測方法採自Fuhrer and Haltmaier (丨卯幻所提供的分項組合 








This thesis shows that the combination of high and low frequency data in 
macroeconometric forecasts is possible in the case ofHong Kong. The forecast pooling 
technique used in this thesis basically follows the one suggested by Fuhrer and 
Haltmaier(1988) who introduced the pooling forecasts at disaggregated level. However, 
some modifications have been made on the way of utilizing data in this thesis. An 
econometric quarterly model and two autoregressive integrated moving average 
(ARIMA) models are used in performing pooling forecasts. 
The results show that gains from pooling forecast is significant, but such gains 
decline for longer-term forecasts. Furthermore, the results show that pooling forecast at 
disaggregated level is useful. However, when different monthly models are used in 
performing combined forecasts, the combined forecasts using more efficient monthly 
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There are many ways to forecast economic indicators. It is difficult, however, to 
choose the "best" method for forecasting. An econometric model which consists of 
behavioral equations, identities may indicate the long run relationship between 
economic variables but it may fail to capture the short term temporary economic shock. 
On the other hand, an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model may 
well predict the short run change but its efficiency may decline for long term 
prediction. Thus both models have their strength in forecasting. I f an econometric 
model is adopted and the forecasts from ARIMA model are neglected, some useful 
information from the time series is not utilized. The reverse is true for the reason that 
the ARIMA model has taken no consideration of structural behaviors. Since the nature 
of econometric model and that of ARIMA models are different, it is impossible to 
construct a forecast model which includes the strength ofboth types of models. In order 
to obtain the optimal forecast based on all available information, pooling forecast is 
therefore one way to achieve the goal. 
Granger and Ramanathan(1984) suggested several methods of combining forecast. 
The combined forecast is simply the linear combination of the forecast from different 
models, thus the combined forecast is the weighted average of several forecasts. 
Conceptually, the weights assigned to each individual forecast are estimated such that 
the variance of the forecast error is minimized. The combining forecast can add a 
constant term, or impose restriction on the weights. Whether a constant is included or 
the weights are constrained to sum to unity, the results of the pooled forecast should 
utilize the information from all forecasting models involved. Therefore the combined 
forecast of an econometric model with behavioral equations and identities and an 
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ARIMA time series model may outperform the forecast generated from each model 
alone. 
Most of the forecasting models use annual or quarterly data for analysis. The 
reason is that most of the reliable economic data series are published for time period 
not finer than a quarter. Nevertheless, some useful data series like exports, imports, 
consumer price index, money supply and currency circulation are published monthly. 
However these data series are not enough to construct a good monthly structural 
forecasting model because most of the important economic indicators like GNP, capital 
stock, wage index, are not disclosed monthly. For example, Liu(1969) had built a 
monthly recursive econometric model of the United States. He constructed monthly 
GNP and its components by using some economic series of the same ground. But the 
feasibility of this monthly model is questionable. 
In order to utilize all possible information, one of the popular methods in 
improving forecasting results is to use the monthly data as an outside information of a 
quarterly model. That is, the monthly information enters the quarterly forecast model in 
the form of add-factors. In one quarter, monthly data are published three times. It is 
difficult for a pure quarterly model to use the latest monthly information after one or 
two months passed. When the data for the first two months are available, it helps to 
adjust the forecast for that quarter by a constant adjustment. For example, when the 
figures ofimports for the first two months show a sharp decline, it is wise to reduce the 
forecasted imports for that quarter. This adjustment of forecast can be achieved by a 
change in constant. The constant adjustment may simply be a value judgement, that is, 
by looking at the monthly figures and then subjectively adjust the quarterly forecast, or 
it can be estimated by scientific method. 
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One of the objective adjustment methods is to perform a combined forecast 
between a quarterly model and a monthly model. As mentioned above, data series in 
monthly type are absent for GNP and capital stock, but the monthly forecasts for 
imports and exports can be obtained by using ARIMA, exponential smoothing or vector 
autoregressive model (VAR). Since the combined forecasts are based on both quarterly 
and monthly information, they should outperform the forecasts from a pure quarterly 
model. While most of the quarterly figures are the sum of or the average of three 
monthly figures, the monthly data also capture the changes within quarter. Thus, for a 
certain quarter, the monthly data can tell whether a variable is increasing, decreasing or 
remain stable. Therefore it is argued that the combined forecast of monthly and 
quarterly model is more efficient than the quarterly forecast, even if no additional 
monthly data are available. 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate whether pooling forecast is applicable in 
Hong Kong situation. Similar to most of the less developed economies, Hong Kong 
lacks reliable economic data for the construction of a monthly econometric model. 
Nevertheless, some useful information, like imports, exports, price index and currency 
in hands of public, are published monthly. It is possible to use these monthly data as an 
outside information for a low frequency model. 
The next chapter is a literature review on various methods for combining forecast 
of a quarterly model and a high frequency monthly model. The method suggested by 
Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) is adopted in this thesis. However, there are several 
modifications on this method. Chapter three will discuss this combining method and 
the changes made for this model. Chapter four is the description on the data, the 
estimation of quarterly model and monthly model. Chapter five discuss the results of 
combining forecast. Finally, chapter six will conclude the thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this thesis, the combining forecast is performed by following the idea of Fuhrer 
and Haltmaier(1988) with some changes being made. Details on this combining 
forecast method will be discussed further in next chapter. In this chapter, the methods 
ofcombining forecast from various authors are introduced first, then they are compared 
with the method suggested by Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988). 
As mentioned in chapter one, some important economic indicators like GNP, 
capital stock, wage index, are not disclosed in the form of monthly data series. 
However, there are some monthly indicators that are closely related to GNP 
components. For example, consumer outlays are computed from monthly retail sales 
report. Klein and Sojo(1989) suggested that in order to make use of the addition 
monthly information, the first step is to set up bridge equations between quarterly 
economic data and monthly indicators, that is, to set up regressions of quarterly series 
on quarterly aggregates of the indicator series. Klein and Sojo claimed that the 
adjustment of quarterly model forecast can be done by three approaches: the 
expenditure side approach, the income side approach and the unstructured empirical 
indicator relations approach. The next step is to substitute the latest monthly indicator 
information into the bridge equations to get the estimated quarterly GNP components. 
Finally, these estimated variables are compared with the results from original quarterly 
model, and their difference will be the adjustment values. Klein and Sojo also pointed 
out that a loss function should be constructed when there are many adjustment values 
for a vector of endogenous variables. 
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Greene, Howrey and Hymans(1986) suggested to perform a combined forecast 
between the result of a quarterly model and a monthly aggregated forecast. In order to 
improve the quarterly model by using monthly data as outside information, the 
forecasts from monthly model first aggregated to quarterly figures, then a combined 
forecasts between the quarterly model and the aggregated monthly model will be 
performed. They claimed that the combining forecast techniques would improve the 
forecast accuracy of non-common variables that do not appear in the monthly model. 
The use of outside information suggested by Greene, Howrey and. Hymans was 
extensively tested and applied by various authors like Shen(1996), and Liou and 
Shen(1996) . Some authors also made modifications on it. 
Miller and Chin(1996) claimed that the method introduced in Greene, Howrey and 
Hymans(1986) can improve not only the forecast accuracy for the current quarter but 
also the forecast performance of the following quarter. Miller and Chin(1996) stated 
that the next quarter gain comes from two ways. The first one is through the dynamic 
structure of the quarterly model. Since the forecasts of quarter t are improved, the 
quarterly model will determine the adjusted values for quarter /+1, even no monthly 
information is added to that quarter. The second way comes from the process of 
pooling forecast. Miller and Chin claimed that quarter t monthly data should contain 
more information for the next quarter, thus after obtaining the adjusted values for 
quarter t+1 through the dynamic structure of quarterly model, there should be another 
forecasts for that quarter which base on the predicted monthly data. Thus the combined 
forecasts derived from these two forecasts would capture more information. 
Corrado and Greene(1988) suggested the use of multi-step model linkage to 
improve the forecast of the next quarter. They argued that when calculating the 
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weighting matrix in the process of obtaining optimal add-factors, two-period 
information vector (period t and /+1) should be used. 
It should be pointed out that, however, no matter the applied forecasting method is 
suggested by Greene, Howrey and Hymans(1986), Miller and Chin(1996) or Conrado 
and Greene(1988), the gain from using outside information declines as the forecast 
horizon lengthens. 
Nevertheless, the method suggested by Greene, Howrey and Hymans(1986) was 
not fully supported by empirical results. Shen(1996) studied whether monthly 
information can improve the quarterly forecasts in Taiwan. In his study, a stepwise 
method was applied in the selection of useful monthly information. This stepwise 
method showed that after the quarterly model was estimated and a set of one-step ahead 
forecasts for a certain period was obtained, the coefficient of the quarterly model 
should be re-estimated when the ending period moves one quarter ahead. It was shown 
that the gain is less significant for the forecast of variables that only appeared in 
quarterly model. The result of Shen(1996) showed that the combined forecasts for 
common variables for quarterly and monthly models were unable to outperform all 
their components even on average. However, the improvement on non-common 
variable forecasts was significant. 
In contrast, the results ofLiou and Shen(1996) led to different conclusion. Liou 
and Shen(1996) also studied the applicability of combining forecast in Taiwan 
economy. They applied the stepwise method in their study. However, the method was 
different from Shen(1996) that the method of using outside information is extended to 
multiple-step-ahead forecasts. The results suggested that the gain is substantial in 
forecasting common variables but is less significant for non-common variables. Also 
the gain from using outside information is less important for longer-term forecasts. 
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Howrey, Hymans and Donihue(1991) suggested while calculating the weight 
matrix for combining forecast, the monthly information vectors can be included without 
aggregating into a quarterly vector. However, it is necessary to impose the aggregation 
condition for the calculation of conditional covariance matrix. In addition to estimating 
the combining forecasts for quarterly variables, Howrey, Hymans and Donihue also 
included the combined forecasts for monthly components. 
Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) also performed the forecast at disaggregated level. 
Usually, the first step in pooling forecast between a quarterly model and monthly model 
is to aggregate the forecast of monthly model into a quarterly aggregated forecast. 
Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988), however, proved that the process of combining forecast 
can be done at disaggregated level. Their basic ideas, in fact, are similar to the one used 
by Howrey, Hymans and Donihue(1991). Suppose the same econometric quarterly 
model and monthly information model are adopted, Liang and Chiu(1996) showed that, 
despite their apparently distinct expressions, an equivalent algebraic formula at the 
combining stage is impliciy utilized in the methods suggested by Greene, Howrey and 
Hymans(1986), Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) and Howrey, Hymans and Donihue(1991). 
Liang and Chiu(1996) also proved that while two combining forecasts use the same 
quarterly model and combining method, the relative efficiency of the forecasts depends 
on whether the model of outside information is well defined. To see this point, two 
monthly models, one of them is designed to be ‘less efficient', will be used in this 
thesis. 
In this thesis, the method suggested by Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) will be applied 
to the case of Hong Kong. The reasons are as follows. First, the idea of Fuhrer and 
Haltmaier(198) is in fact the same as Greene, Howrey and Hymans(1986) and Howrey, 
Hymans and Donihue(1991). The illustration in their study，however, is more intuitive. 
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Second, pooling forecast at disaggregated level would clearly demonstrate the 
contributions of each monthly model components. 
The methodology suggested by Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) will be discussed 





This chapter consists of two parts. Since the method of combining forecast mainly 
follows the one suggested by Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988), so the method of Fuhrer and 
Haltmaier will be introduced first. The theoretical support for the Fuhrer and HaItmaier 
method can be found in Greene(1986). The second part of the thesis discusses data 
usage for the case ofHong Kong. 
Forecast Pooling Technique 
For a vector of economic variables, it can be forecasted by a monthly model or an 
econometric quarterly model. Define X as the vector of economic variables, then the 
quarterly forecasts will be Xa. For the monthly model, the forecasts of the same 
variables X will be x\, x] and x】’ representing the first month, the second month and 
the third month of the same quarter, respectively. Since x “ x】and x] are monthly 
forecasts for X，to compare with Xa, it is necessary to obtain an aggregate figure by 
suming up the monthly forecasts. Thus the aggregate monthly forecasts Xdwill be: 
X i = x i + x】 + x】. (1) 
The quarterly model forecasts can be written as: 
X = Xa + A. (2) 
where A is the quarterly model forecast error. 
Similarly, the monthly model becomes: 
X = Xd + D. (3) 
where D is the aggregate forecast error of the monthly model. 
Since Xd = Xj + x] + x^, the following relations are also correct: 
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xl = x > D , . (4) 
x^ = x^+D2. (5) 
x^ = x^+D3. (6) 
where D； are the corresponding forecast errors for x|, and it is easy to see that D = D! + 
D2 + D3. 
Given the quarterly and the monthly model forecasts, the combined forecast, 
defined by x^, can be calculated. The pooling forecasts can be formed by imposing 
restriction on the weights given to each model forecasts. In light of the case considered 
by Greene(1986), the weights are constrained to sum to unity the pooled forecast 
becomes: 
x , = ( I -W* ) x , +W*x , . (7) 
Note that equation (7) can be written as 
x , = x , + W * ( x , - x , ) . (8) 
where the last term (x^- X j ) is the difference between the two forecast vectors and 
can be interpret as the 'information vector’. Defme this term as Z. It is easy to see that 
Z can be written as the difference between two forecast errors D and A. 
Z = Xa-Xj 
= ( X - A ) - ( X - D ) 
= D - A . (9) 
If the two forecast errors are uncorrelated, the process of minimizing the forecast 
error variance (X - x^)(X — x》’，will give the optimal W* as 
W * = ( Z o D + ^AA - ^AD - ^DA) " ' ( ^DD _ ^^DA) ( 1 0 ) 
Where Iij = cov(i, j), that is, the covariance between i and j. 
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From the above, it can be shown that the forecast pooling technique is equivalent 
to extracting the information directly from the information vector. As suggested by 
Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988), the pooling weights can be achieved by running a 
regression of the form 
D = WZ + s (11) 
where 8 is the disturbance term. 
Note that the above regression gives 
W* = (ZoD + ^ AA - ^AD - ^DA)'^ (2^DD " ^)A) (12) 
which is same as the weights given by equation (10). 
The next step is to show that pooling at disaggregated level is in fact equivalent to 
aggregate pooled forecast shown above. By extracting information at disaggregated 
level, it is equivalent to calculate the W； where i =1,2,3 representing the pooling weight 
matrices for the first month, the second month, and the third month forecasts. By 
running the following regression 
D i = W i Z + ^ i (13) 
D2 = W2Z + i^2 (14) 
D3 = W3Z + ^ l3 (15) 
where ^i, H2’ [i-3 are the disturbance terms. 
The above regression gives 
W* = (SoD + ^AA - ^AD - ^A)'^(^DlD _ ^ DlA) (16) 
W j = (SoD + ^ AA _ ^ AD - ^DA) ^(^DlD _ ^ D2A) (17) 
W3* = (IoD + ^AA - ^AD - ^DA)'^(SDlD _ ^ D3A) (18) 
So the pooled disaggregated forecasts for the disaggregated model (i.e. monthly model) 
are 
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S; = ; i + W : Z (19) 
xJ = x,^  + W ; Z (20) 
xJ = x^ + W ; Z (21) 
To show that pooling forecast at disaggregated level is equivalent to the one at 
aggregate level, it is necessary to show that 
A A 1 , �2 I A 3 
X p = < + x 2 p + Xp 
=x|, + 义 】 + 义 】 + w ; z + w ; z + w ; z ( 2 2 ) 
Since X；, + x^ + x^ = 、， i f W； + W； + W； = W, the sum ofthe forecasts from the 
disaggregated pooling exercise will be the same as the aggregate pooled forecast. Note 
that 
W； + W； + W； = (ZoD + ^ AA - ^AD - ^DA)''(^DlD _ b l A ) 
+ ( ^ D D + ^AA - ^AD - ^DA ) ^ (^D2D _ ^D2A) 
+ ( ^ D D + ^AA - ^AD - ^DA ) ^ (^D3D _ ^D3A) 
=(ZoD + ^ AA - ^AD - [DA) \(^DlD _ ^ DlA) + ^ D2D _ ^ D2A) + (^D3D _ 二03八)） 
(23) 
Consider that IoA = SoiA + ^ 02A + ^ o3A (24) 
Z o D = 5^0101 + ^D2D2 + ^D3D3 + 2Zo iD2 + 2Zo iD3 + 2Zo2D3 
(25) 
ZoiD 二 ^D1D1 + ^ DlD2 + ^ DlD3 (26) 
So2D = ^D2D2 + ^ DlD2 + ^ D2D3 (27) 
l 0 3 D 二 ^D3D3 + ^DlD3 + ^D2D3 ( 2 8 ) 
t h u s S o i D + ^D2D + ^D3D = ^D1D1 + ^DlD2 + ^DlD3 
+ ^D2D2 + ^DlD2 + ^D2D3 
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+ 5!^ D3D3 + ^DlD3 + ^D2D3 
= ^D1D1 + ^D2D2 + ^D3D3 + 2Zo iD2 + 2Zo iD3 + 2 Io2D3 
= l D D ( 2 9 ) 
Equations (24) and (29) give 
W； + W ; + W ; = W* (30) 
Therefore pooling at disaggregated level is the same as pooling at the aggregate 
level. 
Modified Techniques 
Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) used monthly data to construct the 'information 
vector’ z in the form of 
Zt = (emi + em2 + em3)/3 - Cq (31) 
where errii (for i = 1，2, 3) represents vectors of 1-, 2-, 3- month ahead errors, and Cq is 
the forecast error of quarterly model. Not all the economic variables, however, are 
published in this form. The objective of this part is to show that while the data series 
are of different form, the pooling forecast technique suggested by Fuhrer and 
Haltmaier(1988) is still applicable. 
When economic data series are published, the quarterly figures may be constructed 
by monthly data using different methods. The quarterly figures may be just the sum of 
the three monthly figures of that quarter, for example, the exports of Hong Kong. 
However, some economic data series, like the consumer price index, the quarterly 
figures are the average of the monthly figures. Another type of economic data series, 
like the Hong Kong dollar currency, the quarterly figure is the same as the figure shown 
in the last month. 
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When performing forecast combination, one method to deal with different kinds of 
data series is to convert all the series into one form. Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) use the 
average of the monthly figures to perform the pooling forecast. It is, however, not 
possible to apply such data conversion to Hong Kong data. To accommodate different 
kinds ofquarterly data in Hong Kong, it is necessary to adjust the pooling technique. 
While the quarterly figure is the sum of three monthly figures, the information 
vector, Zt, is defined as 
Zi = (emi + erri2 + em3 - Cq) (32) 
For the quarterly figure that is the average of the monthly data, the information 
vector will be the same as the one defined in Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) 
Zt = ( (emi + em2 + em3)/3 - 6q) (33) 
For variables where the quarterly figure equals to the figure in the third month, the 
information vector is just the difference between the third month forecast error and the 
quarterly forecast error 
Zt = (0 + 0 + em3 - 6q) (34) 
where the definition of ertii, (i = 1，2，3)，and Cq are the same as those of Fuhrer and 
Haltmaier(1988). 
Note that equations (32) - (34) represent the difference between the aggregate 
monthly model forecast and quarterly model forecast，that is, x^ - x^ defined by 
equation (9). 
Note that the definition of Dj are also different from Fuhrer and Haltmaier. 
Specifically, for variables where quarterly figures are the sum of monthly figures, 
Di = emi i = l , 2 , 3 (35) 
For variables where quarterly figures are the average of monthly figures, 
Di = emi i=l，2，3 (36) 
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For the variables where quarterly figure equals to the third month data, 
Di = emi i = 3 (37) 
Having solved the data representation problem, the pooling forecast can be 
performed at disaggregated level. Replacing Dj by equations (35) to (37)，the optimal 
weights for minimum variance forecast errors are obtained. 
For the last case, Di and D2 are set to be zero in order to satisfy the condition that 
Di + D2 + D3 = D. While running the regression Di = WiZ + |_ii and D2 = W2Z + ^ 2 the 
pooling weight matrices will be zero. However, there are still potential gains in 
combining forecasts using equations (34) and (37). Also, combined forecasts and the 
information vector Zt ofthese variables may still benefit other variables. 
The next chapter will discuss the data series, the construction of monthly and 
quarterly models. The empirical results for combining forecasts using Hong Kong data 




This chapter will be divided into three parts. The first part will introduce the 
monthly models. The second part describes the quarterly econometric model and the 
final part is the description of the variables in combining forecasts. 
The Monthly Models 
Liang and Chiu(1996) have argued that under one uses the same quarterly model 
and the same combining forecast technique, but with different monthly models, the 
relative effectiveness ofcombining forecast will depend on whether the monthly model 
is correctly specified. Two types of monthly model, Model 1 and Model 2, will be 
constructed for pooling forecasts in this study. Both of them are autoregressive 
integrated moving average (ARIMA) models and they are identified and estimated by 
the SCA (Scientific Computing Associates) statistical package. Model 1 is constructed 
as a non-seasonal model, whereas model 2 is constructed by considering seasonality. 
The reason to form these two different types of models is to see whether the relative 
efficiency of the forecasts depends on the effectiveness of the monthly model in 
performing pooled forecast with the same quarterly model and the same combining 
method. Define F and Z* as the covariance matrices of pooling forecast error using 
model 1 and model 2. Model 2 should be more effective than Model 1 because the 
consumption variables exhibit significant seasonality. As suggested by Liang and 
Chiu(1996), pooled forecasts from Model 2 should outperform those from Model 1， 
thus Z* - r is positive definite. Though, the covariance matrices of pooling forecast 
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error for the two models will not be calculated, the pooled forecast results will be 
compared. 
Nine economic variables are chosen to perform the combined forecast. They are 
private consumption expenditure on durable goods(CPD), private consumption 
expenditure on food(CPF), private consumption expenditure on non-durable 
goods(CPN), domestic exports of goods(DEC), retained imports of goods(RM), 
consumer price index (A)(PC), Hong Kong dollar savings deposits with licensed 
banks(HKDDD), Hong Kong dollar demand deposits with licensed banks(HKDDS), 
and currency in hands of public(CUR). 
The estimation results for Model 1，which consists of nine AR IMA models, are: 
1-0.944B 
1. 0 - B ) C P A = 0 . 0 3 1 1 . ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ a , 
T = 210(1981:M1 - 1998:M6) 
2. (1 - B ) C P F , - ^^Q 28i3B + 0.5099B'+0.3191B'。' 
T = 210(1981:M1 - 1998:M6) 
_ 1-0.875513B 
3. ( l - B ) O W , = 0 . 0 2 5 9 + ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ a , 
T = 210(1981:M1 - 1998:M6) 
4. (1 - B)CUR, = 0.2535 + (1 — 0.4958B)a, 
T = 306 (1973:M1 — 1998:M6) 
5. ( l -B )D£C ,= ( l -0 . 2804B )a , 
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T = 222 (1980:M1 — 1998:M6) 
6. (1 — B)HKDDD, 二（1 - 0.6488B)a, 
T = 209 (1981:M2 - 1998:M6) 
7. 0 - B ) ^ ^ = 1 . 3 4 4 2 + i — Qi5Q9B + QQ762B2l-a。181B3+。.22G5B4“' 
T = 209 (1981:M2- 1998:M6) 
8. (1 - B)PC, = 0.0047 + 1 一 Q283B . o.Q558B---0.0626- - 0.1716B- 口' 
T = 354 (1981:M2- 1998:M6) 
1 
9 . 舰 ' � 1 - 0.4723B - 0.1427B' - 0.1116B' - 0.2762B' ^' 
T = 222 (1980:M1 - 1998:M6) 
Note that for all variables the estimation period ended in 1998:M6. Note that B is 
the lag operator and T represents the number of observations used in the estimation. 
The estimation results for Model 2，which also consists of nine AR IMA models, 
are: 
,, 1-0.452B" 
1. ( l -B>^ )CPA= 0 . 3 5 0 1 . ^ 3 ^ ^ . , 
T = 210(1981:M1 - 1998:M6) 
, , ^ p , 1-0.7968B-0.5292B" 
2. ( l -B " )CPF , =0.1163 + a, 
^ ^ ‘ 1-0.9347B ‘ 
T = 210(1981:M1 - 1998:M6) 
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„ 1-0.6408B-0.5694B" 
3. ( l-B '2 )OW, =0.4113 + ^ a , 、 ) ‘ 1-0.9681B + 0.3635B" 
T = 210(1981:M1 - 1998:M6) 
1-0.7221B 
4. (1-8)隱，=0.2738 + 1-0 56隱12口£ 
T = 306 (1981:M2- 1998:M6) 
5. (l-B''){l-B)DEC, =(1-0.6773B-0.6921B'"K 
T = 222 (1980:M1 - 1998:M6) 
6. ( l-B)^AX>Z)A=(l-0.6395B + 0.2611B'2)a, 
T = 209 (1981:M2- 1998:M6) 
7. (1 - B)HKDDS, = (1 + 0.1794B)a, 
T = 209(1981:M2- 1998:M6) 
8. ( l -B ) ( l -B" )PC , =0.0003 + (l-0.8461B")a, 
T = 354 (1969:M1 - 1998:M6) 
9. (1-丑丨2)风=0.9472 + 1-0.6635B:2 
^ , ‘ 1-0.0477B-0.4217B'-0.2018B' 
T = 222(1980:M1 - 1998:M6) 
For all variables the estimation period ended in 1998:M6. Note that B is the 
lag operator and T represents the number of observations used in the estimation. 
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The Quarterly Model 
The quarterly model used in this thesis is based on the one developed by 
Chou(1998). It is updated by using data up to 1998;Q1. Thus the estimation period is 
1974:Q2 to 1998:Q1. The quarterly model (the Model hereafter) contains 25 stochastic 
behavioral equations and 16 identities. There are a total of 41 endogenous variables and 
27 exogenous variables. The Model is basically a Keynesian one, emphasizing real 
sectors rather than monetary ones. The Model includes six sectors: namely, private 
consumption, investment, foreign trade, manufacturing and labor, price and money 
sector. 
In the Model, all equations are estimated by ordinary least square (OLS). However, 
Johansen(1988) approach to cointegration analysis is applied first in determining the 
long run equilibrium relationship between variables. This approach required 
determining the order of integration of the variables under investigation. Since this 
approach is a standard test in economic time series analysis, the procedures of this test 
will not be discussed. 
Private Consumption (5 Equations — Equations (1)-(5)) 
The private consumption sector consists of 5 equations, of which one is an identity 
and four are stochastic behavioral equations for private consumption expenditure on 
durable goods (CPD), private consumption expenditure on food (CPF), private 
consumption expenditure on non-durable goods (CPN) and private consumption 
expenditure on services (CPS). 
The equation for private consumption expenditure on non-durable goods (CPN) is 
in error correction form, where CPN is determined by real GDP (GDPMP), a wealth 
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index (HSI/(PC*N)) and a dummy variable (DMCPN) which accounts for special 
events in 1974:Q4 and 1998:Q1. 
The equation for private consumption expenditure on food (CPF) is determined by 
real total domestic demand (TDD) and a dummy variable (DMCPF). 
The equation for private consumption expenditure on durable goods (CPD) is 
determined by real GDP (GDPMP) which proxies the income level and a wealth index 
(HSI/(PC*N)), which account for the wealth effect, in short run, and the lagged CPD. 
The equation for private consumption expenditure on services (CPS) is also in 
error correction form, where CPS is determined by real GDP (GDPMP) which proxies 
the income level. 
Private consumption expenditure on goods other than the expenditure in domestic 
market (CPO) is an exogenous variable and only included in linking total private 
consumption expenditure (CP) and its components (CPD, CPF, CPN, CPS and CPO). 
The five equations of the private consumption sector can be written as: 
(1) fA, ln{GDPMP),AA, ln(GDPMP),A, ln{HSI/PC x N? 
A4 l n ( O W ) = C, ,AA, Xn{HSI|PC^N)M{CPN)_,M{GDPMP)_, 
、，Xn{HSI|PC X N)_,，DMCPN , 
(2) Aln(CPF) = Q ( A , Xn{TDD),DMCPF) 
/o\ f HSI 、 
" J A4 ln (Cra) = C3 A, ln(GZ)PMP),AA, ln{GDPMP),A, ln{-^^^),A, ln(CTO)_, 
^ iv_- X iV J 
(4) A ln(CP5) 二 C, {ln{CPSX ln(GZ)PMP)_,) 
(5) CP = CPN + CPF+CPS+CPD + CPO 
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Fixed Investment (3 Eqnations — Equations (6) — (8)) 
Gross domestic capital formation (CF) is composed of five items: private 
investment in building and construction (IPBC), private investment in plant, machinery 
and equipment (IPPD), transfer costs ofland and building (IPPL), real estate developers 
margin (REDM) and government investment (IG). There are two stochastic equations 
in the Model describing the behavior of IPBC and IPPD. IPPL, REDM and IG are 
exogenous variables and included in the identity linking CF and its components (EPBC, 
IPPD, IPPL, REDM and IG). 
The equation for the private investment in building and construction (EPBC) has an 
error correction specification, in which IPBC has a long run relationship with real estate 
developers margin (REDM). IPBC is determined by REDM, real GDP and lagged 
prime lending rate (IBL). 
The equation for the private investment in plant, machinery and equipment (EPPD) 
is determined by total exports of goods (EC), real total domestic demand (TDD) and 
the relative price of the price deflator of private sector investment in plant, machinery 
and equipment to implicit GDP deflator. The equation also has a dummy variable 
(DMIPPD). The equations of the fixed investment can be written as: 
(6) A Xn{IPBC) = /, (ln(/P5C)_,，Xn{REDM)_,，A \n{REDM\ A Xn{GDPMP)_,，MBL_,) 
(7) A, \n{IPPD) = /2(A4 ln(EC),A, ln(TDD), l n , { P I P P D | P ) , D M I P P D ) 
(8) CF = IPBC + IPPD + IPPL + REDM + IG 
Foreign trade (9 Equations — Equations (9) — (17)) 
The export sector consists of 5 equations, of which 3 equations are identities for 
domestic exports (DEC), total exports of goods fEC) and total exports of goods and 
services (E). The other two equations are the equation for domestic exports of goods to 
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the United States and the equation for exports of services. Moreover, as re-exports of 
goods are included in the identities involving total exports and imports of goods, the 
effect of re-exports on GDP will be cancelled out no matter how they fluctuate over 
time. 
The equation for the domestic export of goods to the US (DECUS) is determined 
by Gross domestic product of the United States which is an exogenous variable and the 
lagged DECUS. 
The domestic exports of goods to China and the domestic exports of goods to 
countries other than China and United States (DECROW) are exogenous in the Model. 
Exports ofservices (ES) is specified in the error correction form, in which ES is related 
to international movement of commercial cargoes (IMCC), tourist arrival (TA) and the 
lagged trade-weighted effective exchange rate index (EX). The equations ofthe exports 
sector can be written as: 
(9) A, Xn{DECUS) = E, {A,GDPUS, A,DECUS_,) 
(10) DEC = DECUS + DECC + DECROW 
(11) EC = DEC + RE 
(12) Aln(£^) = E , (Aln(/MCC), Aln(7M),ln(ES)_,，ln(£AX,，ln(/MCC)_, ln(L4)_,) 
(U)E:EC + ES 
Total imports (M) have 2 components, imports of services (MS) and imports of 
goods (MC) which are then further divided into retained imports (RM) and re-exports 
(RE). Re-exports is an exogenous variable and it is linked with other imports variables 
by identities. The equation for retained imports is estimated from per capita data. 
The equation for retained imports (RM) is determined by real total domestic 
demand and dummy variable (DM59). 
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The demand for imports of services depends on the real GDP (GDPMP) and the 
relative price of price deflator of imports of services to implicit GDP deflator. The 
equations of the imports sector can be written as: 
(14) (RM、、丄,JDD、“ , ,•、•《。） 
A 4 l n ( - ) = ^ , A, l n ( - ^ ) , AA^ l n ( - ^ ) , D M 5 9 
N ^ N N 
(\5) MC = RM + RE 
(16) f pjMS ) 
、“A,ln{MS)=M, A, ln{GDPMP),A, ln(^^-^) 
v P J 
(17) M=MC+MS 
Price (12 Equations - Equation (20) - (27), (29) and (39) - (41)) 
There are 9 stochastic equations to determine the export price and a number of 
domestic price deflators, of which 6 equations for domestic price deflators are specified 
in the error correction form. The domestic price deflators determined in the Model 
include consumer price index (A) (PC), the implicit price deflator of private 
consumption expenditure (PCP), the implicit price deflator of private sector investment 
in building and construction (PIPBC), the implicit price deflator of private sector 
investment in plant, machinery and equipment (PIPPD), the implicit price deflator of 
government consumption expenditure (PCG) and the implicit price deflator of public 
investment (PIG). 
The equation for consumer price index (A)(PC) is featured in an error correction 
form, where PC is determined in both the short-run and long-run by the rent index 
(PRA) and the nominal wage rate index (WMF). 
The equation for implicit price deflator of private consumption expenditure (PCP) 
is also in error correction form, where PCP is determined in the short-run and long-run 
by the consumer price index (A). 
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The equation for implicit price deflator of public investment (PIG) is determined 
by implicit price deflator ofimports of goods (PIM) and consumer price index (A). 
The implicit price deflator of private sector investment in building and 
construction (PIPBC) is in the error correction form, which relates PIPBC to the 
nominal wage rate index (WMF). 
The implicit price deflator of private sector investment in plant, machinery and 
equipment (PEPPD) is also related in both the short-run and long-run to the unit value 
index for imports of capital goods (PMK). 
The implicit price deflator of government consumption expenditure (PCG) is 
featured in an error correction form, where PCG is determined in both the short-run and 
long-run by implicit GDP deflator (P). 
The equation for implicit price deflator of domestic exports of goods OPDEC) is 
explained in the short-run and long-run by implicit price deflator of imports of goods 
(PIM). 
The implicit price deflator ofimports ofgoods (PDvl) is determined by lagged PDvl 
and exchange rate of Hong Kong dollar against United States dollar in index form 
(EXUS). 
The equation for implicit price deflator of exports of services (PES) is determined 
by implicit price deflator of private consumption expenditure (PCP) and lagged PES. A 
dummy variable (DMPES) is also included for the period 1997:Q3-1998:Q1. The main 
equations of the prices can be written as: 
(20) A(PCP) = P、(ln(PCP)_,，ln(PC)_,，Aln(PC)) 
(21) A ln(PC) = P^ (A ln(P7^), A \n{WMF), ln(PC)_,，ln(Pi^)_,, ln(WMF)_,) 
( 2 2 ) Mn(PIG) = P3(Aln(P/M),Aln(PC)) 
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(23) _PBQ = P, (A\n{WMF), ln{PIPBC)_,, ln{WMF)_,, A ln(PIPBC)_,) 
(24) A ln(PIPPD) = P, {PIPPD_,，PMK_,，^PMK) 
(25) A(PCG) = P, (AP,PCG_, ,P , ) 
(26) A Xn{PDEC) = P, (ln(PZ)^C)_,，ln(P/M)_,，A ln(P/M)) 
(27) A ln(P/M) = P, (ln(P/M)_,，A ln(EAI/5*)) 
(29) p 一 NGDP 
—GDPMP 
(39) _ CPxPCP + CGxPCG+CFxPCF + IISxPIIS 
iLJj\^ — — “ " • — 
TDD 
(40) PCF = (PIG XIG + PIPBC X I PBC + PIPPD x IPPD 
+ PREDM X REDh4 + PIPPL x IPPL)!CF 
(41) WES = P, (A,PCP, WES-、，DMPES) 
Monetary sector (7 Equations - Equation (30) - (35) and (38)) 
The monetary sector has 6 equations, of which there are 4 behavioral equations 
which explaining the Hong Kong savings deposits with the licensed banks (HKDDS), 
the Hong Kong dollar demand deposits with the licensed banks (HKDDD) and the 
demand for currency (CUR). Other components of the Hong Kong dollar money supply 
definition 2 (HKDMS2) such as Hong Kong dollar time deposits with licensed banks 
(HKDDT), Hong Kong dollar negotiable certificates of deposits issued by banks and 
held outside the monetary sector (HKDCD) are treated as exogenous. Hong Kong 
dollar negotiable certificates issued by restricted license banks and deposit-taking 
companies and held by public plus Hong Kong dollar deposits with restricted license 
banks and deposit-taking companies (HKDMS30) is also an exogenous variable and 
only included in the identity linking Hong Kong dollar money supply definition 3 and 
its components (HKDMS2 and HKDMS30). 
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All the 3 stochastic equations in the sector are estimated from per capita data. The 
equation for Hong Kong dollar savings deposits with the licensed banks (HKDDS) is 
specified in error correction form, where HKDDS is determined in the short-mn and 
long-run by real GDP (GDPMP) and in the short-run by the 12-month time deposits 
rate paid by principal banks (IT). A dummy variable (DMDS) to account for the special 
effect during the period of 1984:Q1 - 1997:Q2 is included in the equation. 
The Hong Kong dollar demand deposits with the licensed banks (HKDDD) is 
determined by real GDP (GDPMP) and the 12-month time deposits rate paid by 
principal banks (IT). A dummy variable to account for the period 1984:Q1 -1997:Q3 is 
also included in the equation. 
The demand for the currency held by the public (CUR) is determined by the 12-
month time deposits rate paid by principal banks (IT) and the total domestic demand 
(TDD). 
The equation for stock price index follows the present value model of stock prices of 
Chow and Kwan (1997) which stated that the value of the stock should be the present 
value of all its future dividends. In the model, the Hang Sang Index (HSI) instead of a 
single stock price is to be estimated. Following the assumption of Chow and Kwan the 
equation for HSI is derived in which the expectation is assumed to be formed 
adaptively. Thus HSI is related to the lagged HSI, real GDP (GDPMP) and lagged 
GDPMP which reflecting the economic condition of the economy. A dummy variable 
(DMHSI) is included. The main equations of the monetary sector can be written as: 
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_ ^ ( = ) : + ( = ) ) ( ^ ) _ , , A l n ( ^ X A / r , D ^ ) 
( 3 1 ) 施 ( ^ ^ ) = 如 ^ ^ ) 风 腳 / ) ] 、 P x N \ N J 
(32) “ f C m 、 „ f . , J D D . . _ ^ 
A l n ( ^ ^ ) = F , A l n ( - ^ ) , M T 
PxN V N y 
(33) HKDMS\ = CUR + HKDDD 
(34) HKDMS2 = HKDMS\ + HKDDT + HKDDS + HKDCD 
(3 5) HKDMS3 = HKDMS2 + HKDMS30 
(38) 、，HSI\ ^ f l n ( ^ ) - , , l n ( ^ ) _ , , ln(GDPMP)_,, ln(GDPMP)_,,' I n ( — ) = F , P P 
尸 y\n{GDPMP)_,,DMHSI ) 
Manufacturing and labor (2 Equations — Equation (36) and (37)) 
The manufacturing sector has 2 stochastic behavioral equations. The first one is for 
the nominal wage rate index (including fringe benefits) for manufacturing workers 
(WMF) and the second one is for the unemployment rate (UE). 
The equation for nominal wage rate index (including fringe benefits) for 
manufacturing workers (WMF) is specified in error correction form, where WMF is 
determined in both short-run and long-run by consumer price index (A) (CP) and 
unemployment rate (UE). A dummy variable (DMWMF) is included. 
The unemployment rate is related to real GDP growth rate (GDPMP/GDPMP-i), lagged 
real GDP growth rate and a dummy variable (DMUE). The equations of the 
manufacturing and labor can be written as: 
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一 
⑷ ^UE-lj 園 户 ⑶ 層 - 、 _ P : D M U E ] — 一 一 
‘1^ GDPMP_, GDPMP_, GDPMP_, J 
(37) A \n{WMF) = L, (ln(^F)_,，ln(PC)_, ’ UE_,，隱,A ln(PC), DMWMF) 
The remaining three equations are the equations for the real GDP at market prices 
(GDPMP), the nominal GDP O^GDP) and the real total domestic demand (TDD). 
The real GDP at market prices (GDPMP) is the sum of the real total domestic 
demand (TDD), and total exports of goods and services (E) minus total imports of 
goods and services (M). All the components in the equation are in constant dollars. 
The nominal GDP QSfGDP) is equal to the sum of the nominal private 
consumption expenditure (PCP*CP), the nominal government consumption expenditure 
(PCG*CG), the nominal gross domestic fixed capital formation (PCF*CF), the nominal 
increase in stocks (PIIS*IIS), the nominal domestic exports ofgoods p^DEC*DEC), the 
nominal re-exports (PRE*RE), the nominal exports of services (PES*ES) minus the 
nominal imports of goods and services (PM*MC+PMS*MS) . 
The real total domestic demand (TDD) is the sum of the gross domestic fixed capital 
formation (CF), the government consumption expenditure (CG), the private 
consumption expenditure (CP), and the increase in stocks (IIS). The equations can be 
written as: 
(18) TDD = CF + CG + CP + IIS 
(19) GDPMP = TDD + E-M 
(2 8) NGDP = PCP X CP + PCG x CG + PCF x CF + PIIS x IIS 
+ PDECxDEC + PRExRE + PESxES 
‘ -PIM X PlM - P IMSxM^ 
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Data Description 
For the quarterly model, the most of the data used are taken form the data bank of 
the Economic department of the Chinese University of Hong Kong. CPD, CPF, DEC 
and CPN figures are found in Quarterly Report of Gross Domestic Product Estimates. 
PC is found in the Consumer Price Index Report. The source of data series CUR, 
HKDDD and HKDDS is Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics. For RM, it is 
equivalent to imports of goods (MC) minus re-exports of goods (RE), and these data 
are found in the Quarterly Report of Gross Domestic Product Estimates. 
For the monthly data, it is necessary to do some modifications. In Hong Kong, 
there are no monthly data series available for CPD, CPF, and CPN. In this case, 
estimated monthly series for CPD, CPF, and CPN are used instead. The method of 
constructing monthly CPD, CPF, and CPN series is mainly the one proposed by Liu 
(1969). The first step of constructing the estimated monthly data series is to find some 
economic indicators that cover much the same ground as the required variables. The 
next step is to compute the selected quarterly economic indicators from the monthly 
indicators. These quarterly figures of the indicators were then correlated with the 
corresponding quarterly data of the required variables, this can be done by regressing 
the quarterly figure of indicators on the required variables. Finally the monthly figures 
for the required variables are obtained by substituting the monthly figures of the 
corresponding economic indicators. We choose the monthly indicators on volume index 
of retail sales for consumer durables (QIRC), volume index of retail sales for food 
alcoholic drinks and tobacco (other than supermarket) (QIRA), and volume index of 
retail sales for supermarkets (QIRS) to construct monthly series for CPD, CPF, and 
CPN because they cover much the same ground as the corresponding variables. QniC, 
QIRA, and QIRS are found in Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics. Then the 
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monthly figures for the required variables are obtained by substituting the monthly 
figures of the chosen indicators into the regression equations. 
Also, the data series of domestic exports is only available in current market price. 
Since all data series used in this thesis are in constant (1990) price, the constant dollar 
domestic exports (DEC) are obtained by dividing the monthly nominal domestic 
exports by the unit value index of domestic exports (UVD). Monthly domestic exports 
in current price is found in Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics and UVD is 
published in Hong Kong Trade Index Number. 
Monthly data series of retained imports (RM) is not available but it can be 
calculated by using other trade figures. Note that RM, by definition, is equivalent to 
total imports of goods minus re-exports. The monthly figures for total imports ofgoods 
and re-exports in current price are available in Hong Kong Monthly Digest ofStatistics, 
and it is possible to calculate the same figures in constant prices. Real imports ofgoods 
(MC) are obtained by dividing nominal imports of goods by unit value index of import 
(UVI). Real re-exports (RE) are obtained by similar approach. All unit value indices are 
available in Hong Kong Trade Index Number. 
Finally, the monthly data series for consumer price index (A) (PC) is found in 
Consumer Price Index Report and the series for HKDDD, HKJDDS and CUR are found . 
in Monthly Statistical Bulletin. 
The estimated quarterly model is presented in the Appendix. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE COMBINED FORECASTS 
We now apply the combining forecasts techniques of chapter three to macro 
economic series of Hong Kong. The first part of this chapter describes the forecast 
pooling technique for the case ofHong Kong and the second part is the forecast results. 
Forecast Pooling Technique 
Nine variables forecasted by the monthly model are used for pooling forecast. 
They are private consumption expenditure on durable goods(CPD), private 
consumption expenditure on food(CPF), private consumption expenditure on non-
durable goods(CPN), domestic exports of goods(DEC), retained imports of goods(RM), 
consumer price index (A)(PC), Hong Kong dollar savings deposits with licensed 
banks(HKDDD), Hong Kong dollar demand deposits with licensed banks(HKDDS), 
and currency in hands of public(CUR). To demonstrate the usefulness of using outside 
information, each monthly model is used to construct three pooled forecasts for the 
period of 1998:Q3, with the same quarterly model. Three forecasts can be considered as 
three cases. Case 1 assumes that no monthly information is available for the forecasted 
quarter. Case 2 assumes the data of the first month are known. Case 3 assumes data for 
the first two month are available. The pooled forecasts for the period of 1998:Q4 are 
also constructed for Case 1. 
For constructing the regressions for pooled forecast, the historical simulations over 
the period 1983:Q2 to 1998:Q2 were performed. For the quarterly model, a 9x 1 vector 
of forecast errors is constructed. This vector was denoted by Cq. For the two monthly 
models, Model 1 and Model 2 have been defined in chapter four, and each model is 
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used to simulate three 9x1 vectors of forecast errors for Case 1 to Case 3. The three 
vectors, denoted by emi, em2, em3 represent the forecast errors of the first month, the 
second month, and the last month forecast, respectively. 
Information vectors for nine variables are constructed based on the modified 
technique of chapter three. Firstly, each of the quarterly series on CPD, CPF, CPN, 
DEC, R M is a sum of the corresponding monthly series. Thus 
Zt = (emi + eni2 + erri3 — 6q) and 
Di = emi i = 1，2，3 
yi = Ymi + W i * ( y q - Ymi - Ym2 _ Ym3) 
w * = w ; + w ; + w ; 
where Zt is taken from equation (32), y\，i = 1，2, 3 represent the pooled forecasts for the 
first month, the second month and the third month, respectively and W* represents the 
weight matrix for yi. 
Secondly, as quarterly PC is the average of monthly figures, hence 
Zi = ((emi + em2 + em3)/3 - Cq) and 
Di = emi i = 1，2，3 
yi = Ymi + W i * ( y q - (yml + ym2 + ym3)/3) 
w * = ( w ; + W； + W ; )/3 
where Zt is taken from equation (33)，y；，i = 1，2, 3 represent the pooled forecasts for the 
first month, the second month and the third month respectively and W* represents the 
weight matrix for y；. Note that the weight matrices for PC is equivalent to the first 
example in Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988). 
Finally the quarterly figures of HKDDD, HKDDS and CUR are the same as the 
last month of that quarter, 
Zt = (0 + 0 + em3 — 6q) and 
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Di = emi i = 3 
yi = Ymi + Wi*(yq - ym3) 
w * = w ; 
where Zt is taken from equation (33), y\ ,i = 1, 2, 3 represent the pooled forecasts for the 
first month, the second month and the third month respectively and W* represents the 
weight matrix for y.、. 
For Case 1，where no monthly outside information is used, Di is a vector of one 
step ahead forecast error, D2 is a two-step ahead forecast error vector and D3 is a three-
step ahead error vector. The Case 2 assumes the data for the first month is available, 
thus Di is zero vector, D2 is a one step ahead forecast error vector and D3 is a two-step 
ahead forecast error vector. Note that for some monthly data, the first month data are 
not published until the quarter passed. In this case, CPD, CPF, and CPN will have no 
monthly information given for all three cases and the notation o fD i , D2 and D3 are the 
same as Case 1. For Case 3, only the third month figures need to be forecasted, 
therefore Di and D2 are all zeros whereas D3 is a vector of one step-ahead forecast 
error. Again, no additional monthly data for CPD, CPF and CPN are available. 
The Forecast Results 
Inter-model Comparison 
Forecasts are made for the third quarter of 1998 for three cases described above. 
As mentioned in chapter two, Liang and Chiu(1996) proved that while two combining 
forecasts use the same quarterly model and combining method, the relative efficiency 
of the forecasts depends on whether the model of outside information is well defined. 
To test this point, two monthly models as defined in chapter four are used in pooling 
forecast. Before comparing the combined forecasts, a comparison of the forecast 
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accuracy of monthly Model 1 and Model 2 is made. Table 1 shows the root mean 
squared percentage errors for monthly models, Model 1 and Model 2. Model 2 
outperforms Model 1 in forecasting all variables except HKDDD. 
Table 2 shows the quarterly forecasts, monthly forecasts and the combined 
forecasts for nine variables stated above. Table 3 is the percentage forecast errors 
calculated based on the forecasts in Table 2, assuming no monthly information(Case 1). 
The combined forecast of HKDDS outperforms the quarterly forecast but not the 
monthly forecasts. Also, the combined forecast of DEC is better than forecast from 
monthly Model 2 but is worse than the ones from monthly Model 1 and quarterly 
model. In general, however, the combined forecasts are better than the quarterly 
forecasts and monthly forecasts. 
Table 4 shows the quarterly forecasts, monthly forecasts and the combined 
forecasts for nine variables for Case 2. Table 5 summarizes the corresponding 
percentage forecast errors for the forecasts in Table 4. However, the data of the first 
month are assumed to be used except CPD, CPN and CPF, where no monthly 
information is available. Again, the combined forecasts are better than the quarterly 
forecasts and monthly forecasts for most of the variables. But no conclusion can be 
made when comparing the combined forecasts using Model 1 and those using Model 2. 
Assume the first two month data are available (Case 3)，except CPD, CPN and 
CPF, Table 6 shows the quarterly forecasts, the monthly forecasts and the combined 
forecasts for nine variables, while Table 7 gives the corresponding percentage forecast 
errors for forecasts in Table 6. The results, however, show that the gains from 
combined forecasts are not significant. The combined forecasts outperform either 
quarterly model or monthly models, but not both. 
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While comparing Tables 3, 5 and 7，we can see that the combined forecast 
accuracy improved for the forecasts of RM and PC when more monthly information is 
added but the forecasts of other variables have no such improvement. 
Combining forecasts of monthly series 
Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) proved that the process of pooling forecast can be 
done at disaggregated level. That is, the forecast pooling technique first applied to 
monthly forecasts, then the quarterly combined forecasts are obtained by aggregating 
monthly ones. Tables 8-19 are the results of combined forecasts for each month. Table 
8 and Table 10 are the combined forecasts of 1998:Q3 using Model 1 and Model 2, 
respectively, assuming no monthly information is used. Table 9 and Table 11 are the 
corresponding percentage forecasts errors of Table 8 and Table 10. From Table 9， 
based on the monthly Model 1, forecasts errors for CPD in July and August, and 
forecast errors for RM in July and September are substantial. The forecast errors of 
combined forecasts for these variables, however, became much smaller. The same 
conclusion can be made for Model 2 in Table 11. 
Table 12 and Table 14 are similar to Table 8 and Table 10，except that one month 
information is used. Table 13 and Table 15 are the corresponding percentage forecasts 
errors ofTable 12 and Table 14. Compared with Table 9，Table 13 shows a significant 
improvement in forecast for HKDDD, HKDDS and CUR when more addition monthly 
information are used but the results for other variables are mixed. However, Table 15 
shows that more than half of the combined forecasts of monthly figures have improved 
by the additional monthly information. 
Table 16 and Table 18 are the combined forecasts of 1998:Q3 using Model 1 and 
Model 2，respectively, assuming two month information is available. Table 17 and 
Table 19 are the corresponding percentage forecasts errors of Table 16 and Table 18. 
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From Table 17，Model 1 has no large gain in pooled forecasts. However, Table 19 
shows the gains from pooling forecasts, and the additional monthly information are 
useful when compared with Table 11. 
The combined forecasts of the fourth quarter of 1998 are also made in Tables 20 to 
Table 25. Table 20 shows the quarterly forecasts, monthly forecasts and the combined 
forecasts and Table 21 gives the percentage forecast errors calculated based on Table 
20. Assuming no monthly information, Table 22 and Table 24 are the combined 
forecasts at disaggregated level using Model 1 and Model 2, respectively, and Table 23 
and Table 25 are the corresponding percentage forecast errors. Table 20 to Table 25 




In this thesis, forecast pooling technique is applied to macroeconomic series of 
Hong Kong. An econometric quarterly model and two autoregressive integrated 
moving average (ARlMA) models are used in performing pooling forecasts. The 
forecast pooling technique used in this thesis basically follows the one proposed by 
Fuhrer and Haltmaier(1988) who introduced the pooling forecasts at disaggregated 
level. However, some modifications are made on the way of using data. 
The results in chapter five show that the gain from pooling forecast is not trivial. 
Also this gain is less significant for longer-term forecasts. The results show that pooling 
forecast at disaggregated level is useful, but when different monthly model is used in 
performing combined forecasts, the combined forecasts using more efficient monthly 
model does not beat the one using less efficient model. 
Compared with Greene, Howrey and Hymans(1986), Miller and Chin(1996) and 
Corrado and Greene(1988), the results in chapter five leads to the same conclusion that 
gain from using outside information declines as the forecast horizon lengthens. 
Also, the results in this thesis agree with the results ofLiou and Shen(1996) who 
show that the gain is substantial in pooling forecast of common variables when 
studying the case of Taiwan. The results in chapter five are therefore different from 
Shen(1996) who showed that the combined forecasts for common variables for 
quarterly and monthly models were unable to outperform all their components even on 
average. Though combined forecasts for common variables are considered in this 
thesis, non-common variables, which were studied by Shen (1996), are excluded from 
this study. 
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Note that there are still limitations in this thesis. The first one is on the data used in 
monthly models. Since the actual monthly data of consumption variables are not 
available, they are constructed by using economic indicators such as retail sales 
variables, the reliability of the data is therefore questionable. 
Furthermore, only the forecasts of two quarters are made and compared in this 
thesis. To see a clear picture in pooling forecast performance, it may be better to 
consider the root mean squared percentage error (RMSPE) in assessing the quality of 
the pooling forecasts. However, the calculation of RMSPE requires a long series of 
one-quarter-ahead combined forecasts for more than two periods. My experience shows 
that constructing a series of combined forecasts is time consuming and the time needed 
to perform this task is several times that of producing one or two forecasts. 
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TABLE 20 
ROOT MEAN SQUARED PERCENTAGE ERRORS (RMSPE) FOR THE MONTHLY 
ARIMA MODELS 
1-step ahead 2-step ahead 3-step ahead 
forecasts forecasts forecasts 
Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
CPD 0.178 0.143 0.170 0.141 0.166 0.131 
CPF 0.113 0.064 0.112 0.061 0.098 0.062 
CPN 0.141 0.117 0.134 0.114 0.126 0.117 
DEC 0.190 0.083 0.176 0.079 0.141 0.079 
RM 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 
PC 0.011 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.007 0.006 
HKDDD 0.132 0.135 0.124 0.128 0.118 0.122 
HKDDS 0.081 0.083 0.064 0.065 0.042 0.042 
c m 0.074 0.060 0.068 0.058 0.056 0.055 
Note: (1) Estimation period is 1982:M7 to 1998:M6. 
(2) Definitions for variables are given in the list of variables in the Appendix. 
(3) Model 1 = an ARIMA model without seasonality. 
Model 2 = an ARIMA model with seasonality. 
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TABLE 20 
FORECASTS FROM DIFFERENT MODELS FOR 1998;Q3 
ASSUMING 0-MONTH OUTSIDE INFORMATION 
Monthly Forecasts Combined Forecasts 
Quarterly 
Variables Actual Forecast Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
CPD 17.047 18.796 20.530 20.928 18.185 17.961 
CPF 15.576 15.230 16.277 16.072 15.569 15.376 
CPN 25.745 25.161 26.810 28.086 25.550 25.399 
DEC 50.660 51.230 50.434 54.214 51.403 51.566 
RM 59.709 60.438 85.717 75.118 68.885 66.707 
PC 1.802 1.822 1.813 1.824 1.812 1.817 
HKDDD 89.805 97.564 96.911 95.843 95.425 95.274 
HKDDS 310.758 352.467 316.640 306.333 344.499 350.665 
CUR 79.140 76.531 81.141 82.215 80.283 79.087 
Refer to Table 1 fordef in i t ions of variables and Model 1 and 2. 
TABLE 3 
PERCENTAGE FORECAST ERRORS FROM DIFFERENT MODELS FOR 
1998:Q3, ASSUMING 0-MONTH OUTSIDE INFORMATION 
Monthly Forecasts Combined Forecasts 
Quarterly 
Variables Forecast Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
CPD 10.26% 20.43% 22.77% 6.68% 5.36% 
CPF -2.22% 4.50% 3.18% -0.05% -1.29% 
CPN -2.27% 4.14% 9.09% -0.76% -1.34% 
DEC 1.13% -0.45% 7.01% 1.47% 1.79% 
RM 1.22% 43.56% 25.81% 15.37% 11.72% 
PC 1.14% 0.65% 1.22% 0.60% 0.85% 
HKDDD 8.64% 7.91% 6.727。 6.26% 6.09% 
HKDDS 13.42% 1.89% -1.42% 10.86% 12.84% 
CUR -3.30% 2.53% 3.89% 1.44% -0.07% 
Refer to Table 1 for definitions of variables and Model 1 and 2. 
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TABLE 20 
FORECASTS FROM DIFFERENT MODELS FOR 1998:Q3 
ASSUMING 1-MONTH OUTSIDE INFORMATION 
Monthly Forecasts Combined Forecasts 
Quarterly 
Variables Actual Forecast Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
CPD 17.047 18.796 20.530 20.928 18.586 18.394 
CPF 15.576 15.230 16.277 16.072 15.184 15.494 
CPN 25.745 25.161 26.810 28.086 24.538 24.624 
DEC 50.660 51.230 52.906 52.480 50.974 51.409 
RM 59.709 60.438 76.419 66.997 67.334 65.551 
PC 1.802 1.822 1.809 1.815 1.812 1.811 
HKDDD 89.805 97.564 95.188 93.839 89.913 92.340 
HKDDS 310.758 352.467 321.198 310.846 320.372 337.071 
CUR 79.14 76.531 80.032 81.410 78.448 77.851 
Refer to Table 1 for definit ions of variables and Model 1 and 2. 
TABLE 5 
PERCENTAGE FORECAST ERRORS FROM DIFFERENT MODELS FOR 
1998:Q3, ASSUMING 1-MONTH OUTSIDE INFORMATION 
Monthly Forecasts Combined Forecasts 
Quarterly 
Variables Forecast Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
CPD 10.26% 20.43% 22.77% 9.03% 7.90% 
CPF -2.22% 4.50% 3.18% -2.52% -0.53% 
CPN -2.27% 4.14% 9.09% -4.69% -4.35% 
DEC 1.13% 4.43% 3.59% 0.62% 1.48% 
RM 1.22% 27.99% 12.21% 12.77% 9.78% 
PC 1.14% 0.40% 0.75% 0.56% 0.54% 
HKDDD 8.64% 5.99% 4.49% 0.12% 2.82% 
HKDDS 13.42% 3.36% 0.03% 3.09% 8.47% 
^ -3.30% 1.13% 2.87% -0.87% -1.63% 
Refer to Table 1 for definitions o fvar iab les and Model 1 and 2. 
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TABLE 6 ——-
FORECASTS FROM DIFFERENT MODELS FOR 1998:Q3 
ASSUMING 2-MONTH OUTSIDE INFORMATION 
Monthly Forecasts Combined Forecasts 
Quarterly “ ~ ~ 
Variables Actual Forecast Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
CPD 17.047 18.796 20.530 20.928 18.624 18.549 
CPF 15.576 15.230 16.277 16.072 15.245 15.169 
CPN 25.745 25.161 26.810 28.086 24.006 24.037 
DEC 50.660 51.230 52.163 52.007 51.587 50.815 
RM 59.709 60.438 65.895 62.655 67.644 63.195 
PC 1.802 1.822 1.801 1.804 1.802 1.802 
HKDDD 89.805 97.564 93.125 92.050 84.119 80.562 
HKDDS 310.758 352.467 302.539 295.854 297.484 289.029 
CUR 79.140 76.531 79.060 80.637 78.177 78.641 
Refer to Table 1 for definit ions of variables and Model 1 and 2. 
TABLE 7 
PERCENTAGE FORECAST ERRORS FROM DIFFERENT MODELS FOR 
1998:Q3, ASSUMING 2-MONTH OUTSIDE INFORMATION 
Monthly Forecasts Combined Forecasts 
Quarterly 
Variables Forecast Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
CPD 10.26% 20.43% 22.77% 9.25% 8.81% 
CPF -2.22% 4.50% 3.18% -2.13% -2.61% 
CPN -2.27% 4.14% 9.09% -6.75% -6.63% 
DEC 1.13% 2.97% 2.66% 1.83% 0.31% 
RM 1.22% 10.36% 4.93% 13.29% 5.84% 
PC 1.14% -0.05% 0.14% 0.00% 0.04% 
HKDDD 8.64% 3.70% 2.50% -6.33% -10.29% 
HKDDS 13.42% -2.64% -4.80% -4.27% -6.99% 
^y_B -3.30% -0.10% 1.89% -1.22% -0.63% 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FORECASTS FROM DIFFERENT MODELS FOR 1998:Q4 
ASSUMING 0-MONTH OUTSIDE INFORMATION 
Quarterly Monthlv Forecasts Combined Forecasts 
Variables Actual Forecast Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
CPD 20.482 20.292 22.098 26.165 19.357 22.911 
CPF 15.908 15.496 16.230 16.480 15.841 16.411 
CPN 25.241 23.514 27.715 30.272 23.113 24.171 
DEC 46.090 48.022 51.689 51.795 • 48.071 49.022 
RM 53.606 65.757 68.419 76.270 71.576 71.602 
PC 1.759 1.847 1.809 1.815 1.826 1.819 
HKDDD 97.087 97.257 91.959 86.568 91.889 79.984 
HKDDS 414.445 360.675 325.989 313.432 356.854 346.118 
9 ^ 81-174 79.981 79.820 80.916 79.961 77.447 
Refer to Table 1 for definit ions of variables and Model 1 and 2. 
TABLE 21 
PERCENTAGE FORECAST ERRORS FROM DIFFERENT MODELS FOR 
1998:Q4, ASSUMING 0-MONTH OUTSIDE INFORMATION 
Quarterly Monthlv Forecasts Combined Forecasts 
Variables Forecast Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 
CPD -0.93% 7.89% 27.75% -5.49% 11.86% 
CPF -2.59% 2.03% 3.59% -0.42% 3.16% 
CPN -6.84% 9.80% 19.93% -8.43% -4.24% 
DEC 4.19% 12.15% 12.38% 4.30% 6.36% 
RM 22.67% 27.63% 42.28% 33.52% 33.57% 
PC 5.03% 2.85% 3.18% 3.84% 3.41% 
HKDDD 0.18% -5.28% -10.84% -5.35% -17.62% 
HKDDS -12.97% -21.34% -24.37% -13.90% -16.49% 
^ -1.47% -1.67% -0.32% -1.49% -4.59% 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A p p e n d i x — 
The estimated quarterly model 
The estimation period of all equations is 1974;Q2 to 1998:Q1, unless specified in 
the equation. The coefficients of the updated Model are as follow: 
1. A4ln(CPN) = -0.3029 + O.5739A4ln(GDPMP) - O.3366AA4ln(GDPMP) + 
(-2.9872) (2.9717) (-1.7294) 
0.1219A4ln(HSI/(PC*N))-0.0434AA4ln(HSI/(PC*N))-
(4.2565) (-1.0506) 




R^=0.43846 R2-ADJ=0.40060 Se=0.077428 DW=1.3857 
2. A 4 l n ( C P F ) = 0.0234 + O.258lA4ln(TDD) - 0.0547DMCPF 
(3.1009) (3.1993) (-1.6273) 
R2=0.0.14155 R2-ADJ=0.12309 Se=0.046212DW=1.6233 
3. A 4 l n ( C P D ) = -0.0195 + l.2096A4ln(GDPMP) - 0.7076AA4ln(GDPMP) + 
(-0.9978) (3.9663) (-2.4595) 
0.0589A4ln(HSy(PC*N)) + O.4484A4ln(CPD).1 
(1.5495) (5.3141) 
R^=0.56651 R^-ADJ=0.54745 Se=0.10875 DW=2.0131 
4. Aln(CPS) = 0.0293 - 0.0621*(ln(CPS) - 0.66861n(GDPMP)).i 
(5.6456) (-3.1913) 
R2=0.09775 R^-ADJ=0.08815 Se=0.033403 DW=2.1427 
5. CP = CPN + CPF + CPS + CPD + CPO 
54 
67Aln(IPBC) = -0.0346 - 0.0791*(ln(IPBC) - 1.42121n(REDM)).i + " 
(-1.7488) (-2.0481) 
0.5385Aln(REDM)+0.2620Aln(GDPMP)., - 0.0039AIBL i 
(10.3962) (4.1184) (-1.2956) 
R^=0.56317 R^-ADJ=0.54397 Se=0.043958 DW=2.5813 
7. A 4 l n ( I P P D ) = 0.0136 + O.4329A4ln(EC) + O.7i97A4ln(TDD) - 0 1013DMn>PD -
(0.5289) (3.3699) (3.1559) (-3.1066) 
O.5444A4ln(PIPPDA') 
(-3.4844) 
R^=0.62297 R2-ADJ=0.60640 Se=0.10001 DW=1.8481 
8. CF = IPBC + IPPD + IPPL + REDM + IG 
9. A4DECUS = -0.0997 + O.OOi5A4GDPUS + O.7344A4DECUS.1 
(-0.6296) (1.5084) (10.5835) 
R2=0.60198 R2-ADJ=0.59342 Se=1.0340 DW=1.7835 
10. DEC = DECUS + DECC + DECROW 
11.EC = DEC + RE 
12. Aln(ES)= 2.1406 + 0.1751Aln(IMCC) + 0.1834Aln(TA) - 0.55961n(ES) 1 -
(5.2907) (2.3531) (3.2112) (-6.0462) 
0.12621n(EX).i + 0.09391n(IMCC).i + 0.32411n(TA) 1 
(-2.6838) (1.6583) (4.6195) 
R'=0.34657 R'-ADJ=0.30252 Se=0.047175 DW=2.0222 
13.E = EC + ES 
55 
14. A 4 l n ( R M y ^ ) = -O.Oli2+ l.369iA4ln(TDD/N) - O.li94AA4ln(TDD/N) 
(-0.9122) (9.2482) (-0.75751) 
-0.0799DM59 
(-3.9744) 
R2=0.67486 R^-ADJ=0.66425 Se=0.068347 DW=1.2763 
15. MC = RM + RE 
16. A4In(MS) = 0.0412 + O.7499A4ln(GDPMP) - 0.409iA4ln(PIMS/P) 
(4.3595) (7.0002) (-3.3179) 
R2=0.37521 R'-ADJ=0.63177 Se=0.054282 DW=1.2186 
17.M = MC + MS 
18. TDD = CF + CG + CP + IIS 
19. GDPMP = TDD + E - M 
20. AIn(PCP) = -0.0112 - 0.51331n(PCP)., + 0.46481n(PC)] + 0.8441Aln(PC) 
(-2.6185) (-5.2657) (5.2426) (6.1737) 
R^=0.35839 R^-ADJ=0.33747 Se=0.015173 DW=2.4024 
21. Aln(PC) = 0.0067 + 0.2461Aln(PRA) + 0.4040Aln(WMF) - 0 0309*(ln(PC)-
(1.9493) (2.3101) (4.0925) (-2.6348) 
0.19431n(PRA) - 0.78761n(WMF))., 
R^=0.25477 R^-ADJ=0.23047 Se=0.010466 DW=2.2299 
22. AIn(PIG) = 0:0102 + 0.5387Aln(PIM) + 0.2224Aln(PC) 
(2.1051) (3.4436) (0.91414) 
R^=0.17621 R^-ADJ=0.15849 Se=0.025068 DW=1.3998 
56 
23. Aln(PIPBC) = -0.0107 + 0.5836Aln(WMF) - 0.06261n(Pn>BC).i 
(-2.0469) (3.0466) (-2.8423) 
+ 0.06341n(WMF).i + 0.5597Aln(PIPBC).i 
(2.9754) (6.9021) 
R2=0.50340 R2-ADJ=0.48157 Se=0.017504 DW=2.1646 
24. APIPPD = -0.0155 - 0.3963*(PIPPD - PMK)., + 0.0253PMKi + 1.1323APMK 
(-2.1611) (-4.5400) (2.7143) (7.2648) 
R^=0.50960 R^-ADJ=0.49361 Se=0.021938 DW=2.1633 
25. APCG = -0.0238 + 0,5803AP - 0.1380PCG.i + 0.1788P.i 
(-2.766) (5.5153) (-3.1234) (3.3814) 
R2=0.36278 R^-ADJ=0.34200 Se=0.24889 DW=2.2374 
26. AIn(PDEC) = 0.0027 - 0.21711n(PDEC).i + 0.19381n(PM).i + 0.8018Aln(PM) 
(0.2935) (-3.9604) (3.7632) (9.3628) 
R^=0.54945 R^-ADJ=0.53476 Se=0.014598 DW=1.7882 
27. Aln(PIM) = 0.0052 - 0.01301n(PIM).i + 0.1734Aln(EXUS) 
(2.2170) (-2.5402) (2.4076) 
R^=0.12156 R^-ADJ=0.10267 Se=0.017579 DW=1.0412 
28. NGDP = (PCP*CP + PCG*CG + PCF*CF + PIIS*IIS + PDEC*DEC + PRE*RE 
+ PES*ES - PIM*MC - PIMS*MS) 
29. P = NGDP/GDPMP 
57 
30. Aln(HKDDS/(P*N)) = -0.0396 - 0.1279*(ln(HKDDS/(P*N))-
(-1.4727) (-1.7255) 
1.12321n(GDPMP/N)).i + 0.1861 Aln(GDPMP/N) 
(1.4020) 
-0.0311AIT + 0.0098DMDS 
(-5.4902) (0.48311) 
R^=0.42235 R^-ADJ=0.38384 Se=0.060184 DW=2.1443 (Estimation period 1982:Q1-
1998:Q1,T=65) 
31. Aln(HKDDD/(P*N)) = -0.0270 + 0.3923Aln(GDPMP/N) - 0.0251AIT 
(-1.271) (2.7633) (-4.1662) 
+ 0.0383*DMDD 
(1.6512) 
R2=0.31696 R^-ADJ=0.28337 Se=0.066970 DW=2.5850 (Estimation period 1982:Q1-
1998:Q1, T=65) 
32. Aln(CUR/(P*N)) = 0.0022 + 0.5766Aln(TDD/N) - 0.0122AIT 
(0.3851) (6.8523) (-3.2080) 
R2=0.37103 R^-ADJ=0.35750 Se=0.055605 DW=2.6107 
33. HKDMS1 =CUR+HKDDD 
34. HKDMS2 = HKDMS1 + HKDDT + HKDDS + HKDCD 
35. HKDMS3 = HKDMS2 + HKDMS30 
36. AUE = 10.5085 - 4.5480(GDPMP/GDPMP.i) - 1.2091(GDPMP.i/GDPMP.2)-
(2.8153) (-2.5219) (-1.4436) 
4 . 6 O 4 7 ( G D P M P . 2 / G D P M P . 3 ) + 0.3621DMUE 
(-2.5114) (1.2304) 
R'=0.16392 R'-ADJ=0.10818 Se=0.39133 DW=2.3854 (Estimation period 1982:Q1-
1998:Q1, T=65) 
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37. Aln(WMF) = 0.0208 - 0.1369*(In(WMF) - 1.11211n(PC) + 0.0384UE).i ―― 
(8.3070) (-3.5893) 
-0.0054AUE + 0.3949Aln(PC) - 0.0123DMWMF 
(-3.3474) (4.9481) (-5.3253) 
R2=0.53243 R^-ADJ=0.50126 Se=0.0047698 DW=1.2815 (Estimation period 
1982;Q1-1998:Q1,T=65) 
38. ln(HSIA^) = -0.2630 + 0.77221n(HSIA^ + 0.04471n(HSLOP).2 -
(-1.4768) (8.2183) (0.49204) 
0.11311n(GDPMP).i + 0.47961n(GDPMP).2 - 0.16751n(GDPMP)_3 -
(-0.58299) (2.2065) (-0.87954) 
0.2016DMHSI 
(-5.8331) 
R2=0.96047 R^-ADJ=0.95780 Se=0.12644 DW=1.8836 
39. PDM = (CP*PCP + CG*PCG + CF*PCF + IIS*PIIS) / TDD 
40. PCF = (PIG*IG + PIPBC*IPBC + PIPPD*IPPD + PREDM*REDM 
+ PEPPL*IPPL) / CF 
41. A4PES = 0.0032 + O.O972A4PCP + O.8239A4PES.1 - O.57OODMPES*A4PCP 
(1.2040) (1.8426) (13.3991) (-4.9307) 
R2=0.85178 R2-ADJ=0.84694 Se=0.010850 DW=1.5374 
where R^= coefficient of determination, R^-ADJ= adjusted R^ Se= standard error, DW= 
Durbin-Watson statistic, T= number of observations. 
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Variables in the Hong Kong Quarterly Model 
Endogenous Variables 
CPN Private consumption expenditure on non-durable goods in constant 
(1990) dollars. 
CPF Private consumption expenditure on food in constant (1990) dollars. 
CPD Private consumption expenditure on durable goods in constant (1990) 
dollars. 
CPS Private consumption expenditure on services in constant (1990) dollars. 
CP Private consumption expenditure in constant (1990) dollars. 
IPBC Private sector investment in building and construction, in constant 
(1990) dollars. 
IPPD Private sector investment in plant, machinery and equipment in constant 
(1990) dollars. 
CF Gross domestic fixed capital formation, in constant (1990) dollars. 
DECUS Domestic exports of goods to the United States in constant (1990) 
dollars. 
DEC Domestic exports of goods, in constant (1990) dollars. 
EC Total exports of goods, in constant (1990) dollars. 
ES Exports of services, in constant (1990) dollars. 
E Total exports of goods and services, in constant (1990) dollars. 
RM Retained imports of goods, in constant (1990) dollars. 
MC Total imports of goods, in constant (1990) dollars. 
MS Imports of services, in constant (1990) dollars. 
M Total imports of goods and services, in constant (1990) dollars. 
TDD Total domestic demand, in constant (1990) dollars. 
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GDPMP Gross domestic product at market prices, in constant (1990) dollars. 
PCP Implicit price deflator for private consumption expenditure, 1990=100. 
PC Consumer price index (A), 1990=100. 
PIG Implicit price deflator for private consumption expenditure, 1990=100. 
PIPBC Implicit price deflator of private sector investment in building and 
construction, 1990=100. 
PIPPD Implicit price deflator of private sector investment in plant, machinery 
and equipment, 1990=100. 
PCG Implicit price deflator of government consumption expenditure, 
1990=100. 
PDEC Implicit price deflator of domestic exports, 1990=100. 
PIM Implicit price deflator ofimports ofgoods, 1990=100. 
NGDP Gross domestic product, in current dollars. 
P Implicit GDP deflator, 1990=100. 
HKDDS Hong Kong dollar savings deposits with licensed banks, in current 
dollars. 
HKDDD Hong Kong dollar demand deposits with licensed banks, in current 
dollars. 
CUR Currency (in hand of public), in current dollars. 
HKDMS1 Hong Kong dollar money supply definition 1, in current dollars. 
HKDMS2 Hong Kong dollar money supply definition 2, in current dollars. 
HKDMS3 Hong Kong dollar money supply definition 3，in current dollars. 
UE Unemployment rate (%). 
WMF Nominal wage rate index (including fringe benefits) for manufacturing 
workers, 1990=100. 
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HIS Hang Seng index,31.7.1964 = 100. 
PDM Implicit price deflator of domestic demand, 1990=100. 
PCF Implicit price deflator of gross domestic fixed capital formation, 
1990=100. 
PES Implicit price deflator of exports of services, 1990=100. 
Exogenous Variables 
HKDCD Hong Kong dollar negotiable certificates issued by licensed banks held 
outside the monetary sector. 
CG Government consumption expenditure, in constant (1990) dollars. 
CPO Private consumption expenditure on goods other than the expenditure in 
domestic market in constant (1990) dollars. 
DECC Domestic exports of goods to China, in constant (1990) dollars. 
DECROW Domestic exports of goods to countries other than China and the United 
States in constant (1990) dollars. 
HKDDT Hong Kong dollar time deposits with licensed banks, in current dollars. 
HKDMS30 Hong Kong dollar negotiable certificates of deposits issued by restricted 
license banks and deposit-taking companies and held by public plus 
Hong Kong dollar deposits with restricted license banks and deposit-
taking companies. 
EX Traded-weighted effective exchange rate index, December 18， 
1971=100. 
EXUSA Exchange rate o fHKD against USD in index form, 1990 = 100. 
GDPUS Gross domestic product of the United States in constant (1990) US 
dollar. 
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IBL Best lending rate provided by principal banks, % per annum, end of 
period figures. 
IG Government sector investment, in constant (1990) dollars. 
IIS Increase in stocks, in constant (1990) dollars. 
IMCC International movement of commercial cargo, million tones. 
IPPL Transfer costs ofland and buildings, in constant (1990) dollars. 
IT 12-month time deposits rate paid by principal banks, % per annum, end 
of period figures. 
N Population, million persons. 
PIIS Implicit price deflator of change in stocks, 1990 = 100. 
PIMS Implicit price deflator ofimports of services, 1990 = 100. 
PIPPL Implicit price deflator of transfer costs ofland and buildings, 1990 = 
100. 
PMK Unit value index for imports of capital goods, 1990 = 100. 
PRA Rent index, 1990= 100. 
PRE Implicit price deflator of re-export, 1990 = 100. 
PREDM Implicit price deflator of real estate developers' margin, 1990 = 100. 
RE Re-export of goods, in constant (1990) dollars. 
REDM Real estate developers' margin, in constant (1990) dollars. 
TA Tourist arrival, million persons. 
DM59 Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1984:Q4-1985:Q3, 1989:Q3-
1990:Q2, 1993:Q2-1994:Q1, 1996:Q1-1996:Q4, 1997:Q4, 1998:Q1. 
DMCPF Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1997:Q4, 1998:Q 1. 
DMCPN Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1997:Q4, 1998:Q 1. 
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DMHSI Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1973:Q2-1974:Q4, 1981:Q3-
1984:Q3, 1987:Q4, 1997:Q4, 1998Q1. 
DMIPPD Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1974:Q1-1975:Q3, 1981;Q4-
1983;Q3, 1985:Q3-1986:Q2, 1989:Q1-1989:Q2, 1993:Q3-1993:Q4, 
1998Q1. 
DMPES Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1997:Q3-1997:Q4, 1998Q1. 
DMWMF Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1996:Q4-1997:Q4. 
DMUE Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1997:Q4, 1998Q1. 
DMDD Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1984:Q1-1997:Q3. 
DMDS Dummy variable, with 1 assigned to 1984:Q1-1997:Q2. 
Remarks: All variables, unless specified, are expressed in billions ofHong Kong 
dollars 
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